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"'policy' means a short -term insurance policy and "insurance
corresponding meaning; ";

the insertion in Regulation 1.1 after the definition "policy" of the following definition:

"'representative' means a natural person employed or mandated by a short-term
insurer to render services as intermediary only in relation to short-term policies
entered into or to be entered into by the short-term insurer; ";

(e) the deletion in Regulation 1.1 of the definition "SAFEX "; and

the insertion in Regulation 1.1 after the definition "section" of the following definition:

collecting or accounting for premiums payable under;

receiving, submitting or processing claims under; or

providing administrative services, other than policy data administration
services as defined in sub -regulation 5.6 Part 5B performed on behalf
of an insurer, in relation to,
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No commission shall exceed, respect of

(a) a motor policy,
under the policy; or

any other short -term policy, 20 per cent of the premium payable
policyholder under the policy. ";

5.6 (1) This Part 5B applies to any outsourcing
function or policy data administration services.

an insurer of a binder

(2) In this Part 5B, unless defined differently in this Part 5B or unless the
context indicates otherwise, any word or expression to which a meaning has
been assigned Part 6 has the meaning assigned to it in that Part, and -

"(1) No consideration shall directly or indirectly, be provided to, or accepted by or
on behalf of, an independent intermediary for rendering services as intermediary,
otherwise than by way of commission in monetary form. ";

the substitution in 5A for Regulation 5.3 of the following Regulation:
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holds an equity participation in a specific class or type of shares of an
insurer, which equity participation is administered and accounted for
separately from other classes or types of shares;

is entitled to a share of the profits and liable for a share of the losses as a
result of the equity participation referred to in paragraph (a), linked to
profits or losses generated by the insurance business referred to
paragraph (c); and

places or insures insurance business with the insurer referred to
paragraph (a), which business is contractually ring -fenced from the other
insurance business of that insurer for as long as the insurer is not
winding -up;

"outsourcing arrangement" means any arrangement of any form between an
insurer and another person, whether that person is regulated or supervised
under any law or not, in terms of which that party performs a function that is
integral to the nature of the insurance business that an insurer provides, which
would otherwise be performed by the insurer itself in conducting short-term
insurance business, and includes rendering services under a binder agreement
and rendering policy data administration services, but excludes rendering
services as intermediary;

"policy data administration services" means the managing, recording and
updating of policy and policyholder data of an insurer on behalf of that insurer in
a manner that -

ensures complete integration between the information technology system
of the insurer and the person that provides the services; and

enables the insurer to have continuous access to accurate, up -to -date,
complete and secure policy and policyholder data.

Limitation on remuneration for policy data administration services

5.7 (1) An insurer or any other person must only offer or pay a fee for policy data
administration services to any person, and that person must only accept such a fee, if
that person has the operational capability to provide such policy data administration
services.
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a binder holder, ana tnat binder holder must not accept such a fee,
that binder holder has a binder agreement with the insurer to perform
the service or function contemplated in section 48A(1)(a) of the Act.

Limitation on remuneration to binder holder

MAXIMUM FEE PAYABLE

Enter into vary or renew a policy - section 48A(1)(a)

Settle claims under a policy - section 48A(1)(e)

Remuneration that may be offered or provided to a binder holder

5.8 (1) An insurer may pay a binder holder a fee for the services rendered under the
binder agreement, which fee must be reasonably commensurate with the actual costs
incurred by the binder holder associated with rendering the services under the binder
agreement, with allowance for a reasonable rate of return for the binder holder.

(2) Despite subregulation (1), an insurer must not without the prior
approval of the Registrar referred to in subregulation (3) pay a binder holder a
fee for the services rendered under the binder agreement that exceeds the value
listed in the Table below, reflected as a percentage of the aggregate of the total
premiums payable by policyholders in respect of the policies to which the binder
function relates, if that binder holder is -

(a) a non -mandated intermediary that is authorised to render "advice"
defined in the FAIS Act in respect of short -term insurance policies;

a non -mandated intermediary that is an associate of another non -
mandated intermediary that is authorised to render "advice" as defined

the FAIS Act respect of short-term insurance policies.

(3) The Registrar, subject to such conditions as the Registrar may impose,
may on application from an insurer grant approval to the insurer to pay a binder
holder a fee in excess of the fees referred to in regulation 3.21(2) if the Registrar
is satisfied that:

no conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest exists; or

any conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest is effectively
mitigated and not impede the fair treatment of policyholders.
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(4) Any fee referred to under subregulation (1) payable to a non -mandated
intermediary that may perform the service or function contemplated in section
48A(1)(e) of the Act under a binder agreement, may not constitute or be based
on a percentage of the difference between an amount claimed or the maximum
value of policy benefits payable under a policy and the policy benefits actually
provided to a policyholder in settlement of a claim.

(5) Any fee referred to under regulation 5.7 or this regulation 5.8, payable
to a non- mandated intermediary that is a binder holder, must be disclosed to a
policyholder, which disclosure must be included in the disclosures contemplated
under regulation 6.2(1)(g).

(d)

(e) the amount and purpose thereof have been explicitly agreed
policyholder in writing. "; and

5.9 (1) A non -mandated intermediary that is a binder holder, in respect of the
services rendered under the binder agreement, may not directly or indirectly receive
or be offered any share in the profits of the insurer attributable to the type or kind of
policies referred to in the binder agreement.

(2) Subregulation (1) does not prohibit a non -mandated intermediary that
is a binder holder and entered into a cell structure with an insurer from receiving
dividends in respect of shares held in that insurer as part of that cell structure.".
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5.11 (1) In this Part 5D, any word or expression to which
assigned any other Part has the meaning assigned to it in that

(2) This Part 5D, applies to any remuneration offered or provided, directly
or indirectly, by or on behalf of a short-term insurer, policyholder or any other
person, or accepted by any other person, for -

rendering services as intermediary;

performing binder function or incidental activity under binder
agreement;

rendering any other services under any other outsourcing
arrangement; or

services to
is charged.

General principles for determining remuneration

5.12 (1) Remuneration paid to any person for the rendering of any service,
activity or function performed by that person, must -

be reasonably commensurate the actual service,
activity performed;

not result in any service, function or activity
5.11(2) being remunerated again;

not be structured in a manner that may increase
outcomes for policyholders; and

not be linked to the monetary value of claims for policy
repudiated, paid, not paid or partially paid.

(2) Subregulation (1) applies in addition to any specific requirements
relating to remuneration for specific services, activities or functions set out in
these regulations. ".
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holds rights in relation to the first mentioned person that, if exercised,
would result in that other person, directly or indirectly, alone or
together with a related or interrelated person -

15% of the securities of the first mentioned
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is close corporation, that another person, directly or indirectly, alone or
together with a related or interrelated person, holds at least 15% of the
members' interests or controls, or has the right to control, at least 15% of
members' votes in the close corporation;

is a trust, means that another person has, directly or indirectly,
together with a related or interrelated person

"'significant owner' means a person that, directly or indirectly, alone or together
with a related or interrelated person, has the ability to control or influence materially
the business or strategy of another person. A person has the ability referred to in
that subsection if -

the person, directly or indirectly, alone or together with a related or
interrelated person, has the power to appoint 15% of the members of the
governing body of the other person;

the consent of the person, alone or together with a related or interrelated
person, is required for the appointment of 15% of the members of a governing
body of the other person; or

the person, directly or indirectly, alone or together with a related
interrelated person, holds a qualifying stake in the other person; ";

the substitution in Regulation 6.1 for the definition "underwriting
following definition:

performs one or more of the binder functions
to (e); and

if that person renders services an intermediary defined Part of the
Regulation,
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does not perform any act directed towards entering into, varying or
renewing an insurance policy on behalf of an insurer, a potential
policyholder or policyholder; and

renders those services (other than the services referred to in paragraph
(i) above) to or on behalf of an insurer only; and

does not have any relationship with an insurer (including the secondment of
that person's employees to an insurer or an associate of an insurer, the
outsourcing of that person's infrastructure to an insurer or an associate of an
insurer, or any similar arrangement) which may result in that person or its
employees de facto, directly or indirectly, performing any act directed towards
entering into, varying or renewing an insurance policy on behalf of an insurer,
a potential policyholder or policyholder; and

the substitution for Regulation 6.2 of the following Regulation:

subject to subregulations
intermediary; or

subject to subregulations and an underwriting manager.

(1A) An insurer may not enter in respect of commercial lines business into
a binder agreement with a non -mandated intermediary that is authorised to
render "advice" as defined in the FAIS Act in respect of short-term insurance
policies.

(1B) An insurer may not in respect of personal lines business have a binder
agreement with a non -mandated intermediary that is authorised to render
"advice" as defined in the FAIS Act in respect of short-term insurance policies
in respect of the functions contemplated in section 48A(1)(b) to (d) of the Act.

(2) A non -mandated intermediary referred to under subregulation (1)(a)
may not conduct any business with any mandated intermediary that is an
associate of that non -mandated intermediary in relation to the same policy or
policies of an insurer.

(3) An underwriting manager referred to under subregulation (1)(b) may
not conduct any business with a mandated or non -mandated intermediary, or a
representative of a mandated or non -mandated intermediary that is an
associate of that underwriting manager in relation to the same policy or policies
of an insurer.

(4)(a) An underwriting manager referred to under subregulation (1)(b) who is
a binder holder of one insurer cannot also be a binder holder of other insurers
in respect of the same class of policies defined in section 1 of the Act, unless
all the relevant insurers have agreed thereto in writing.

Paragraph (a) does not apply if an underwriting manager enters into a
binder agreement an insurer during a termination period referred
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to in regulation 6.3(1)(s) in respect of a binder agreement with another
insurer and that underwriting manager may not perform any binder
functions on behalf of that other insurer during that termination
period.";

require the binder holder to provide the insurer at least every 24
timely, comprehensive and reliable data to ensure that the insurer is able to
comply with any regulatory data management requirements;".

the insertion after Regulation 6.3 of the following Regulation:

"Governance, oversight and record keeping requirements

6.3A (1) An insurer must before concluding a binder agreement and thereafter,
on an ongoing basis, identify, assess, measure and manage the risks associated
with conducting insurance business through binder agreements to ensure the
consistent delivery of fair customer outcomes.

(2) An insurer must regularly assess binder holder's adherence to the
binder agreement, specifically also the binder holder's -

(a) governance, risk management and internal controls;

ability to comply with applicable laws and the binder agreement; and

operational and financial capability, including but not limited to the
binder holder's capability to provide access to timely, comprehensive
and reliable data to ensure that the insurer is able to comply with any
regulatory data management requirements.
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before the publication of the amendment to the regulations for
public comment in the Gazette on [ -], are aligned with the
regulations as amended by no later than 31 December 2017;

between the publication of the amendment to the regulations for
public comment in the Gazette on [ -] and 1 May 2017, are aligned
with the regulations as amended by no later than 31 July 2017;

any agreements relating to matters addressed in Part 6 concluded
before or on 1 May 2017 are aligned the regulations amended
by no later than 31 December 2017

by the substitution in Regulation 6.5 of subregulation for the
subregulation:

"(2) Despite regulation 6.2(1A), (1B), (2) or (3), the Registrar may on application
from an insurer referred to in regulation 6.2(1A), (1B), (2) or (3) or an insurer that is
the holding company or associate of more than one person referred to in regulation
6.2(1A), (1B), (2) or (3) exempt, subject to such conditions as the Registrar may
impose, the insurer or such person from regulation 6.2(1A), (1B), (2) or (3), if the
Registrar is satisfied that -

(a) no conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest exists; or

(b) any conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest is effectively
mitigated and will not impede the fair treatment of policyholders; and

the person has the operational and financial capability to perform the
binder function or to conduct such business. "; and
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